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In a month devoted to national reflection on recent tragic events in our nation’s history, a program constructed around music by American composers seemed particularly fitting.

Paine, just returned from student years in Germany, penned his *Concert Variations on The Star Spangled Banner* in 1861, and first played the work in Boston during that turbulent year of escalating civil war. Theme and four variations, the last of which presents the tune in the minor mode, lead to a jolly and skillful four-voice fugue, ending with a cadenza for pedals and the culminating repetition of the patriotic hymn.

The composer was to become the first full professor of music in an American university (Harvard), as well as one of the founders, in 1896, of The American Guild of Organists.

In addition to Fisk organ, opus 101 at SMU, the University’s Meadows Museum collection includes a one-manual organ built in 1762 by Pascoal Caetano Oldovini for the Cathedral of Evora, Portugal. Because of this instrument I have expanded my interest in the Iberian organ repertoire.

One of the most intense composers of the period, Pablo Bruna, “the blind man of Derocha,” wrote his “piece for a right-hand solo” to utilize the *Cornetas* (two ranks of pipes speaking at 2 2/3’ and 1 3/5’ pitches). The solo voice never goes below middle C-sharp of the keyboard, for this stop’s compass began on that note, allowing an accompaniment and solo voice to be played on a single keyboard! The following anonymous battle piece is typical of this pictorial genre – an introduction leads to the trumpet calls of war, mad scrambles of the armies, and a closing hymn of thanks for victory, a section traditionally in triple meter.

One should never miss an opportunity to play Bach! Manuel and Williamson, America’s first harpsichord duo, once told a *Time Magazine* interviewer that Bach’s music made them “feel spiritually spic and span.” I have a tendency to agree with this, so I have chosen to include two of the master’s mature chorale preludes: his highly-ornamented setting of the Lutheran Gloria, *Alone to God on High be Praise* and the contrapuntal final *Kyrie, God Holy Spirit* from the composer’s *Organ Mass (Clavierübungen, Part III)*. Both works include Bach’s musical signature (B-flat, A, C, B-natural – known as H in German notation).

Calvin Hampton was my class mate at Oberlin. On our arrival at the school, in 1956, we were the youngest students in the organ department, both born in Ohio the same year. We became close friends as travel buddies during the first Oberlin-in-Salzburg junior year abroad. Cal was one of the most gifted composers of his generation; his loss to AIDS was one of the most damaging for the American organ scene. *The Mourning of the People* is the second of *Three Essays for Organ*, unpublished works from the Oberlin years. In a 1961 letter Cal wrote that
“the Essays were the first of his works he would consider keeping in a complete canon of his compositions.”
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